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S T R E E T  A N D  T R A M  L O C O M O T I V E S .  

From The Practical Ma~jazine, London, Sept., 1876. 

In our number for June (page 17~'~f the present volume) we in- 
serted, from the JOURNAL OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE~ a few para- 
graphs concerning the use of steam carriages on street railways and 
common roads. At page 188 we gave a description and engraving 
of Messrs. Merryweather's steam tram-carriage, lately eommence~" 
working on the Paris tramways. I t  occurs to us that it may be use- 
ful to present here a few connecting links of history, so as to prepare 
the general reader for a due comprehension of other novelties which 
are likely to make their appearance ere long. Railways, as we all 
know, have solved the problem of steam-power vs. horse-power, so 
far as regards the traction of heavy loads at high speed. I t  remains 
still to be ascertained whether this substitution ever can or will be so 
complete in regard to what may be called "omnibus traffics" distin- 
guished by lighter loads, lower speed, and more frequent stoppages. 
I t  becomes, on this account, interesting to glance at the inventions 
which, from time to time, have been brought forward, partly for 
steam-traction on tramways, but more generally for use on common 
roads. 

I f  we mention Sir Isaac Newton's name in connection with this 
subject, it is only in relation to a speculation which he made no 
attempt to put to a practical test. He suggested a globular vessel, 
placed on four small wheels, with a jet-pipe on one side and a driver's 
seat on the other. Steam, generated in the globe by a suitable fire, 
would issue from the tube and drive the little four-wheeler onward 
by reaction, on the principle of the rocket. Dr. Robinson, nearly a 
century later, communicated to James Watt an idea for the propul- 

s ion of a carriage along common roads by steam. A cask of iron- 
bound staves for a boiler ; an iron furnace or fire-box, fed from above, 
immersed in the water in the cask; steam from the heated water 
moving a piston in a cylinder, and the piston moving a small wheel- 
carriage on which the cask, kc., were placed,--such was the idea; 
but Watt  carried it no further than the sketching of a few drawings. 

Of those who really advanced to the stage of an actual carriage, 
or at least a working model, one of the first was Cugnot, who made 
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rude model, still preserved in one of the public museums of Paris, 
and then a carriage, which proved to be too energetic at its work, 
for it dashed through a brick wall and brought disfavor to its inven- 
tor. William Murdoch, about 1790, ran a steam carriage on the 
highway near Redruth,  but the chief fact now known concerning it, 
is, that the Cornish miners rushed away in affright from " t h e  fiery 
little monster running along the road without horses." William 
Symington, whose name is as favorably associated with the history 
of steam navigation as Murdoch's with that of gas-lighting, exhibited 
at Edinburgh a model of a steam carriage, the merits of which he was 
unable to test by reason of the wretched state of the roads. Oliver 
Evans, of Pennsylvania~ proposed to the legislature of that state a 
scheme for steam tractioIt on common roads ; his plan met with no 
response. He was greatly laughed at for prophesying that the day 
would come when such carriages would attain a speed of fifteen miles 
an hour. Who was nearer the truth, the derider or the derided ? 

Early in the present century ~e find Trevithiek and Vivian com- 
pleting and running their steam carriage on the very spot where the 
Euston st'a{ion now stands--not a bad association of ideas, it will be 
admitted. From the description published~ it seems to have been a 
tolerably light and compact piece of mechanism. A carriage rested 
on four wheels, of which the front pair guided or steered, while the 
hinder part supported the greater part of the weight ; a boiler and a 
horizontal cylinder .were placed at the back of the hind axle, while 
rods, tooth-wheels, cranks, &e., connected the piston of the cylinder 
with the wheels of the carriage. 

Nobody took up these schemes in earnest--war and political 
troubles occupied men's thougl~ts in other than peaceful pursuits. 
But a new spurt took place just about half a century ago. Mr. Grif- 
fiths employed Bramah to work out an idea of his, and to make im- 
provements in practical details. Little is now known of the steam 
carriage which resulted from this partnership in ingenuity~ except 
that there were two cyl.inders with pistons, a tubular boiler, and ver- 
tical springs to deaden the concussion. Another inventor, David 
Gordon, had firmly persuaded himself that no !ocomotive carriage, 
or steam engine on wheels, can travel up an incline. He therefore 
devised a strange monster, with six jointed levers to act like six legs~ 
with bending movements to imitate those of knees and insteps, the 
legs alternately stepping and dangling! Another mode of overcom- 
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ing the supposed difficulty was by putting a steam engine inside a 
large iron drum, making the engine roll the drum as a squirrel rolls 
his cage, and a carriage to roll on after the drum. 

When it was proved that a locomotive can travel up hill, if not 
steep, inventors tool~ courage, and novelties appeared in rapid suc- 
cession. Goldsworthy Gurney buil~"a steam carriage which Sir 
Charles Dance " too led"  (as coaching men would call it) between 
Gloucester and Cheltenham. It ran to and fro four times a day, doing 
the distance of nine miles in about an hour. All kinds of obstacles 
were thrown in his way. Innkeepers, hostlers, horse-dealers, eoacli: 
makers, road trustees, interposed impediments wherever possible. 
Gurney and Dance were beaten ; but nevertheless they obtained a 
favorable report from a committee of the House of Commons. The 
committee fairly judging the evidence brought before them, reported 
that the steam carriage could maintain an average speed of ten miles 
an hour ; that it would carry twelve or fourteen passengers; that 
the total weight of carriage, machinery, fuel, water, passengers, 
driver, and attendant, might be under three tons ; that the carriage, 
with such a load, would ascend and descend ordinary roads with fa- 
cility ; and that the broad wheels were less likely to cut up the roads 
than the narrow wheels and horses' feet of ordinary road vehicles. 
Whether the system would eventually be cheaper than horse-traction 
could not be determined on so short an experience. 

Captain Ogle was another experimenter in the same line. He made 
a great sensation by running a new steam carriage from Oxford to 
Birmingham, ten miles an hour in the towns, and twelve miles in the 
more open country. His contrivance was a kind of mail coach for 
six inside passengers and eight outside, the motive power being placed 
in the rear of the passenger compartment. Rivals appeared in this 
district and in that, but all went into oblivion after a brief period of 
excitement. Mr. Hancock's " infan t"  steam coach plied for a time 
to and fro between London and Stratford. A steam coach under the 
command of Colonel Macerone, in like manner had its little day. 
Mr. Scott Russell (perhaps the only distinguished living representa- 
tive of that group of inventors) constructed a steam carriage which 
plied for a time between Glasgow and Paisley. Burstall (a name 
that might be regarded as rather ominous in connection with such 
subjects), with his partner Hill, Summers and Ogle, Dance and Field~ 
James, Heaton, Church, Squire~ Hills, Sir James Anderson--all are 
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to be included among the inventors which turned their attention to 
these matters at various periods from half a century to a quarter of 

century ago. Why they all failed we need not wait to say. Some 
of the engines were too heavy; some had difficulty in maintaining 
their water-feed; some did not steer readily nor stop with sufficient 
promptness; some frightened the horses with their noise; while 
others were placed beyond the reach of profit by inordinate tolls im- 
posed by turnpike trusts. 

There is still no paucity of invention of steam coaches, if the 
smallest encouragement be offered them. The Earl of Caithness 
created quite a lively sensation in Scotland a few years ago, by per- 
forming a journey whichflertainly was unequaled of its kind. A 
very ingenious steam earria~ge was invented by Mr. Rickett. It w a s  

kind of hooded chaise, with a small steam engine behind it, occu- 
pying about as much space altogether as a horse and chaise ; the 
chaise had a seat for three person, while the engine was attended to 
by a fourth person, stationed in the rear. A supply of coal for fifty 
miles and .°f water for fifteen could be carried ; when thus supplied, 
the whole a~air, with four persons, weighed about a ton and a half. 
On a given day the Earl started off, occupying the position of driver, 
with the Countess of:Caithness by his side~ a clergyman at the other 
end of the same seat, and Mr. Rickett acting as stoker. On they 
went, starting from Inverness, and taking the mail coach road through 
Beauly to Dingwall, Golspie, Durabin~ Helmsdale, the Ord of Caith- 
hess, Berriedale, Wick, to Barrogell Castle--a ride of 150 miles. 
The ascent and descent of the Ord of Caithness, one of the stiffest 
bits in Britain~ showed that the wheels of the little vehicle took a 
good hold of the road. 

Without touching further on these steam coaches, we may say a 
few words concerning the use of traction engines for dragging heavy 
weights over bad roads, or rough ground without any road at all. 
The success of these is beyond all question. One of the first was 
Taylor's " Steam Elephant," employed at Messrs. Laird's to drag 
marine boilers and other heavy masses of iron from the works to the 
harbor at Birkenhead. It was afterwards used in other places~ usu- 
ally to support a powerful erane~ which lifted up heavy weights, 
wheeled them along~ and deposited them at another spot. The "Steam 
Bull" was a rival to the "Steam Elephant~" and used in a similar 
way. Bray's traction engine, at one of its early trials, carried or 
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drew a boiler of 30 tons, an armor-plate of 17 tons, and two other 
plates, all at once. One of these engines, sent out to the South 
American mines, rendered great service at a spot where there were 
literally no roads, lowering ore down from the mine to the harbor 
and dragging up stores. Avelong and Porter's traction engine is 
another of these excellent contrivancas, adapted for various kinds of 
farm and quarry work, and as a feeder to railways along roads where 
the traffic would be too small to pay for a rail. Thomson's engine is 
also remarkable, noticeable for the thick bands of india-rubber which 
form the tires of the wheels, and enable them to get over rougl~ 
ground without much jolting. 

2~s to steam vehicles on the common roadways of streets in our 
busy towns, we are almost as much without them now as ever. The 
chief exception is the road-roller, used for crushing and smoothing 
the surface of newly macadamized carriage-ways. The legislature 
has hitherto discouraged rather than encouraged the appearance of 
"Puffing :Billy" in our streets. In 1862 an Act was passed to regu- 
late the employment of locomotives in the streets~ under the belief 
that they were at that time coming into use. The weight and the 
gauge were to be limited; they were to consume their own smoke; 
they were to carry lights at night;  they were to carry a guard as 
well as a driver and a stoker; and they were not to exceed a speed 
of five miles an hour in towns. Another statute, in 1866, made 
matters still more stringent, by enacting that the speed should be 
lessened to two miles an hour in town streets, with a man running on 
ahead on foot, waving a red flag, to warn persons to keep out of the 
way;  and noisy steam whistles were interdicted. Whether commer- 
cial traffic could live under such iron rules, the future may perhaps 
show; steam omnibuses for passengers would obviously find no trade 
at two to four miles an hour. 

Tramways, as we all know, had a precarious infancy in this country, 
but they have surmounted their preliminary troubles, and have be- 
come fairly remunerative undertakings. The high price of hay and 
oats gradually led the companies to inquire whether the tram cars 
could be safely and profitably drawn by steam-power. Foreign 
countries have preceded us in this application. Kohl's steam 
cars (an illustrated description of which appears in our last number) 
have, for some time, been working successfully in the streets of 
Copenhagen ; Harding's in Paris, and others elsewhere. An arrange- 
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ment by Messrs. Merryweather was tried for some time in West- 
minster, but circumstances were unfavorable to its success. A greatly 
improved construction by the same makers is described on page 188, 
illustrated by an engraving; this has been brought into use on some 
of the Paris tramways. Mr. Grantham invented a steam car, which 
was tried experimentally at West Brompton, and is, now, we believe, 
working on a short bit of country road; he planned many improve- 
ments in it, but did not live to finish them. Mr. Hughes, of Lough- 
borough, who has built many small locomotives for use on mineral 
railways, has recently adapted them for a tramway at Leicester. His 
tram locomotive has a pair of 6-inch cylinders, 12-inch stroke ; as it 
is fed only at the beginning of each journey, there is no need for a 
fuel-box. Coke is used tO prevent smoke; the chimney does not 
protrude above the roof, and the working mechanism is boxed off to 
avoid frightening horses. The weight of engine and car, with coke 
and water for six miles, hs about five tons. 

Within the last few weeks a ~rhl has taken place on the Hoylake 
and Birkenhead Tramway, of a tram locomotive by Woods, intended 
for Vienna. The engine and car form parts of the same structure. 
Shand and Mason's patent inclined water-tube boilers are employed. 
The cylinders, 6-inch diameter and 9-inch stroke, are placed under 
the platform, and ar~ coupled direct to a pair of steel driving wheels, 
2 feet diameter. Each end of the car has its own brake, steering 
gear, and passenger ientrance. The boiler is at one end, while the 
other is supported on a bogie-truck. One man can manage the dri- 
ving, stopping, stoking, &e. The car will carry twenty passengers. 
The water tanks are placed under the passengers' seats, and the boiler 
can be supplied either by an injector or by a donkey engine. 

Enough ; the future must show whether steam or horse-power is to 
rule the great systems of tramways. Hitherto, those tram locomo- 
tives which have failed, have done so because the smoke and heat 
have annoyed the passengers, or because the noise has frightened the 
horses of passing vehicles, or because the sunk capital, wear and tear, 
and working expenses have exceeded the total outlay entailed by 
horse traction. This last, we suspect, will be the experimentum 
erueis, the real test that will settle the whole question. Say that a 
large ear, carrying forty passengers inside and out, can be drawn 
along at a fair speed by two horses--what will be the cost of these 
horses, the renewal, the stable and veterinary expenses, the hay and 
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oats ? And what the cost of steam engine, repairs, coke, water, kc.? 
These are sums in arithmetic which no preconceived theory oan 
solve. 

In this connection we now learn that a new steam hand car has 
recently been designed and constructed by Mr. Jay  :Noble, master 
mechanic for M. M. Buck and Co., of St. Louis, M0., which is ex- 
cellently adapted for the use of divi~i~r~ superintendents, road mas- 
ters, and others whose duty requires them to make frequent inspec- 
tion of railway lines. The machine resembles an ordinary hand car, 
except that the propelling power is steam and not muscle. The floor 
is about 10 inches from the ground, and is beneath instead of above 
the axles. The boiler, which is about 3½ feet in height, with a di- 
ameter of 18 inches, is placed in the centre of the car, while the 
cylinder, which is horizontal, is at the right hand side and near the 
floor. The cylinder is 3½ by 6 inches, and the boiler is intended to 
carry a pressure of 140 lbs. of steam. The body of the vehicle rests 
on rubber springs, and rides very easily without lateral motion. 
Seats are arranged in front and rear, of sufficient size to accommodate 
six persons. The water tank occupies a space under the back seat 
and holds about a barrel of water, which is sufficient to run the car 
forty miles. On the left of the boiler the coal pan is arranged in a 
space about 2 feet wide, and carries all the fuel necessary for a day's 
run. 

On a recont trial trip, the run from St. Louis to Carondelet~ a 
distance of seven miles, was made in fifteen minutes. The inventor 
states that under ordinary circumstances the cost of fuel will not 
exceed three shillings per day. The general arrangement is excel- 
lent and reflects much credit on the designer. 

E r r a t a . - - I n  consequence of absence of the Editor at the time o f  
making up the editorial pages of October JOURNAL, a few typograph- 
ical errors were allowed to remain uncorrected. Tile most annoying 
are upon page 225--Art ic le ,  "Tha l l ene , "  which should be corrected 
to read "P r o f i  Horsford " - - " a  green sol id" and " the crystalline 
form." " [From whence the first tar on which Prof. Morton experi- 
mented was derived.J" This last clause should not have been in 
parentheses, as it was an editorial remark, not a quotation. 


